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22. Examples of Essentially Non.Banach Representations*

By Hitoshi SHIN’YA
Department of Mathematics and Physics, Ritsumeikan University

(Communicated by Shokichi IY.NAG., M. J. A., March 12, 1991)

Let G be a locally compa.ct unimo.dula.r gro.up, K a compa.ct subgro.up
of G. Let {), T(x)} be a topologically irreducible representation of G on
a locally convex complete Hausdorff topological vector spa.ce ). We a.s-
sume there exists an equivalence class of irreducible representa.tion of K
which is conta.ined finitely many times in {, T(x)}. Then the subspace
)(/) of all vectors transformed according to under T(k), k e K, is finite-
dimensional, and there exists a. usual projection E() of g3 onto )(). After
R. Godement [1] we call the function ,(x) trace [E()T(x)], x e G, a spheri-
cal function of type /. A function p(x) on G is called a. seminorm if it is
positive-valued, lower semicontinuous and satisfies p(xy)_p(x)p(y) for
x, y e G. If there exists a seminorm p(x) such that [(x)[=p(x) for x e G,
then , is called quasi-bounded. In the case when ) is a Banach space, the
corresponding spherical function , is .quasi-bounded.

Even if a. spherical function is defined from a non-Bana.ch represen-
tation, it can be quasi-bounded, or equivalently equal to the one which is
obtained from a Banach representation. For example, in the case when G
is a connected semisimple Lie group or a motion group on the plane, all
spherical functions are quasi-bounded (cf. [2]). A topologically irreducible
representation which defines non-quasi-bounded spherical functions is called
an essentially non-Banach representation. Here. we give examples of es-
sentially non-Bana.ch representa.tions of a semidirect product group G=
S :K, where S is a free group with infinitely many generators and K is a
compact abelian group.

1. A semidirect product group G=S)<K. We denote by Nor Zthe
set of natural numbers or integers respectively. Let S be a free group
with discrete topology generated by infinitely many generators s, n e N.
The automorphism group Aut (s) of the infinite cyclic group
{s’:]m e Z} consists of two elements, 1 the identity and q the automor-
phism of (s) such that +(s)=s;. Let K= I] Aut (s) be the direct
product group which is compact with respect to the product topology. Then
K is naturally embedded into Aut S as/.s= lCn,(S, )" lC(S:) for/c= (/c) e K
and s--s, .s (m e Z, n e N) The semidirect product group G--SK is
locally compact and unimodular. In 2 we will construct K-finite topolo-
gically irreducible representations of G which are essentially non-Banach
representations.
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Here we introduce some notations concerning the unitary dual/ to K.
Let (Aut (s})^= {1, } be the unitary dual o Aut (s}, where 1 is the trivial
character and is the one for which()= 1 Then/ (Aut(s)^,
where the right hand side denotes the restricted direct product, namely, the
set of all ---(6) e V[.e (Aut (s}) such that 6=1 except for finitely many
n e N. Note that (k)= (k) or --()e ’ (Aut (s}) and k=
(k) e K. For each generator s of S we put

g(s)--{k e g ksk-’=s}={k e g kn--l},
then this is a normal subgroup of K of index 2. Then two unitary charac-
ters a=(a), r=(r)e/ are identical on K(s) if and only if a-----r or all

n
m#n. Now we use the notation zor to indicate, the situation that
for all m4:n, a--1 and r n. Whenever we choose a number n e N, we

n
can divide / into the collection of ordered pairs (a, r) with nor. Another
notation we need is l(a)={neNI3<=n,al} or a=(a)e/.

2. Essentially non-Banach representations of G. With every
we associate an abstract element v(3), and denote by the vector space of
all finite linear combinations o v()’s with complex coefficients. Let C be
the set of complex numbers. Into the vector space =eCv(), where
F is a finite subset o /, we introduce a norm Ilvll=maxe Ic()] or v----

e c()v(). Then is a locally convex complete topological vector space
as the inductive limit of ’s.

Let a be a non-zero constant. For s, the first member of generators
of S, we define a continuous linear operator T(s) on as ollows. First

1
we divide / into the collection of ordered pairs (a, r) with a----v. Using a
conventional notation a[m]=a or m e Z to avoid too much complicated
indicies, we define the action of T(s) on Cv(a)+Cv(v) as

1
( 1 in case a-r and a.---v2-= 1,

T(sl)v(a)-a[l(a)]v(r), T(sl)v(r)=-a[-l(a)]v(a),
1

( 2 in case a--v and a2--r.--

T%s)v(a)=a[--l(a)]v(r), T(s)v(v)=--a[l(a)]v(a).
For other generators s (n>=2) we define the action of T(s) on Cv(a)+Cv(r)

n
for

( 3 ) Ta(8n)V(a) v(v), Ta(s,)v(v) )(a).
All these operators T(sn) are invertible and T(s)- are given in the

following forms"
1

(1-9 for a-*v,

T(s)-v(a)---a[l(a)]v(r), T(s,)-lv(r)--a[-l(a)]v(a),
1

(2-’) for av,
T(s)-lv(a):--a[--l(a)]v(r), T(sl)-Iv(r)=a[l(a)]v(a),

n
(3-1) for a-r (n>__2),

T(sn) iv(a)-- v(v), T(sn) iv(r)-- v(a).
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Therefore, putting T(s;)= Ta(Sn)-, we obtain a representation s--T(s) of
S on 23 in the obvious way.

A continuous linear operator T(k), k e K, on $2 is defined as T(k)v(3)
--(k):v(3) for 3 e/. Then k-+T(k) is a representation of K on , and the
vector subspace (3) of all vectors which are transformed according to
under T(k) (k e K) is just Cv().

It is easily checked that we have T(kst-)=T(t)T(s)T(k)- for
every k e K and n e N, and so T(ksk-’)= T(k)T(s)T(k)- for all k e K and
s e S. By defining T(x)= T(s)T(k) for x=sk e G=SK with s e S and
k e K, we obtain a representation T(x) of G on .

Theorem. The representations {2, T(x)} of G are topologically irre-
ducible for all a#O, and are essentially non-Banach representations if and
only if all.

Proof. Take any a--(an) e I and denote by n, ., n (1 n. n)
the whole elements of the set {n e Nla--}. Then, by the definition of
operators T(s), it is clear that T(sn .s,)v(1)=v(a). This means that
there exist no closed invariant non-trivial subspaces of 55, namely, topolo-
gical irreducibility of {, T(x)}.

Assume that {, T(x)}, for some a4=0, defines quasibounded spherical
functions. Then they are also defined from a Banach representation

{, P(x)}, and there exists a linear bijection of onto an invariant sub-
space 0 of such that T(x)=P(x)o for all x e G [3]. Now for any
a=(a) e I such that a 1 and a=1 we have

P(ssss)(v(a)) -(T(ssss)v(a)) a[2l(a)](v(a))
therefore IIP(ssss)ll>=la[2l(a)]l. Since we can take a e/ for which l(a) is
arbitrarily large, we have al<__l. On the other hand, for any a e/ such
that a= and a=l we have P(ssss)(v(a)) =a[-2l(a)](v(a)), whence

lal>=l. Thus[a[=l.
Conversely if al=l, it is easy to see that the corresponding spherical

functions are bounded. Now the proof is completed.
:. Explicit formula of the spherical functions of type 1. Let us

introduce some notations. We denote by Isl the length of s e S. An ele-
ment s e S is called a power of Sn if S=S for some non-zero integer m e Z.
If m is an odd (or even) integer, then s=s is Called an odd (or even, resp.)
power of s. Suppose that Sn appears, taking its multiplicity .into account,
p times in the reduced expression of s and that s; does q times, then we
say "s appears p-q times altogether in s". We use this terminology even
when p=0, q=0 or p--q<=O. For any element s e S we pick up all genera-
tors Sn,,’" ", S (nn.... n,) which appear odd number of times alto-
gether in s and put s* =S,’’’Sn. If there exist no such generators, then
we put s* 1.

Now we give an explicit formula of the spherical function (x) of type
1 which is defined from .the representation {, T(x)}, a4=0, constructed in

2. Since (sk)=(s), it is enough to give the values of on S. We
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give them according to cases as follows.
Case (1). If there exists a generator which appears odd number of

times altogether in s, then
(El) (s)=0.

Case (2). Suppose that each s appears 2p times (p e Z) altogether
in s, and that odd powers of s do not appear in the reduced expression of s,
then
(E2) (s) eN (-- 1

Case (3). Suppose that each s appears 2Pn times (p e Z) altogether
in s, and that odd powers of s, appear in the reduced expression of s. Let
the expression of s be s u/.sr. u. .u. s’. u, where m, ., mr are odd
integers and u, ..., u/ have no odd powers of s, in their expressions. For
l_<i___ r, we assume s appears n times altogether in u. Let t (1_i_<_ r)
be the elements in S which come out from the expressions of u by getting
rid of all powers of s. Then we have
(E3) q(s) H nN (--1)pn H=I a[(--1)i-l(--1)nl+’"+ntl(tl’"
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